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In Consciousness Beyond Life, the internationally renowned cardiologist Dr. Pim van Lommel offers
ground-breaking research into whether or not our consciousness survives the death of our body. If
you enjoy books about near-death experiences, such as those by Raymond Moody, Jeffrey Long,
and James Van Praagh; watch televisions shows like Ghosthunters, Touched by an Angel, and
Ghost Whisperer; or are interested in works that explore the intersection of faith and science, such
as Spiritual Brain, Signature in the Cell, and When Science Meets Religion; youâ€™ll find much to
ponder in Consciousness Beyond Life.
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It is difficult to understand how mainstream science can continue to ignore or reject the implications
of the near-death experience (NDE) in light of the evidence and arguments made by Dr. Pim van
Lommel in this most comprehensive book. Dr. van Lommel seemingly touches all bases in exploring
the various phenomena related to the NDE. Having grown up in an academic environment, van
Lommel, a world-renowned cardiologist practicing in The Netherlands, writes that he was of the
reductionist and materialistic mindset before he began studying the NDE and the nature of
consciousness. He has closely examined all the arguments made by the scientific fundamentalists
and now has a more positive outlook. "That death is the end used to be my own belief," he writes.
"But after many years of critical research into the stories of the NDErs, and after a careful
exploration of current knowledge about brain function, consciousness, and some basic principles of

quantum physics, my views have undergone a complete transformation. As a doctor and
researcher, I found the most significant finding to be the conclusion of one NDEr: `Dead turned out
to be not dead.' I now see the continuity of our consciousness after the death of our physical body
as a very real possibility." About the time I started reading this book, reports were appearing at
various internet sites stating that there is now evidence that the NDE is nothing more than a brief
spell of abnormal brain activity resulting from oxygen deficiency. This theory has been going around
for years, but seems to get resurrected every few years as if it is new science.

Please set aside any review(s) that belittle this book and make it out to be mere science fiction
quackery. The holding on to long standing scientific theories is not what science defines itself as
being. Defending scientific stances and tossing contradictions to these stances aside as being mere
anomolies is nothing more than blatant ignorance and/or professional laziness. This book can be a
revolutionary break through for all of humanity but, because science and religion have proved
themselves to be very defensive of their long-standing positions, it will probably go unnoticed in both
circles during our lifetimes. Hopefully many decades from now the theoreticians will look back on
this writing and bemoan the fact that previous generations were so close-minded to the obvious
truths about consciousness and ultimate reality. We have an ongoing history of many incidences of
not seeing the forest because of the trees (i.e. Galileo and Einstein).The author, as myself, has
spent timely parts of the past two decades NOT looking for the a fairy tale ending to our physical
lives but, instead, have searched for an ultimate truth to our existence. While this concept may,
indeed, go against the prevailing paradigms of the scientific community, it is one that not only draws
from countless experiments and theoretical insights that have taken place, but draws heavily on our
natural, common sense. If the Occam's Razor principal is correct, and it is yet to be proven false,
the simplest reasoning for our existence and the process of consciousness is the inclusive theories
that are put forth by this text. I heartily say "Bravo!" to the author for both the work that this text
entailed but also for the razor sharp conclusions that he has reached.
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